Index 520-001
Curb and Gutter

ORIGINATION
Date: 1-27-21
Name: Rick Jenkins
Phone: (850) 414-4355
Email: Rick.Jenkins@dot.state.fl.us

COMMENTARY
Redeveloped index. Moved General Notes to new sheet 1 and created isometric views to stay consistent with other indexes.

COMMENTS AND RESPONSES
BLACK = Industry Review Comments RED = Standard Plans Response GREEN = Change Made to Index

Name: K.C. Jose
Date: 8/31/2021

COMMENT: Draft page 3/3:- Contraction joints- Depth of saw cut for type E, F curbs on the front side show 5” max and 0” minimum is confusing. Please consider to depict the depth of saw cut by not showing the 0” minimum.
Screen shot-

RESPONSE: This comment will be considered for a future revision.
No Change Made
Date: 9/2/2021